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A Gentle Horsemanship Message from Doc February  22, 2018

What is Gentle Horsemanship?
"What I have come to call Gentle Horsemanship is actually a

set of principles, an ethical code, for interacting with horses.

It is based upon commitment to using only gentle, nonviolent

techniques, and upon accepting personal responsibility for the

comfort and behavior of our horses. Gentle Horsemanship

professes that horses effectively reflect our attitudes, actions,

reactions, and behaviors - and that to change theirs we must

first reshape ours”

   “Gentle Horsemanship involves communicating in the

language of horses and using their logic, rather than expecting

them to use ours.

It respects their inherent nature as horses and adjusts to

accommodate individual personalities and personal histories.

Gentle Horsemanship presents horses with options and

rewards them for choosing to be with us,

 willingly cooperating, and doing as we ask, rather than being

forced and 

 punished. It takes commitment, self-discipline, and time, but

anyone can

 learn and successfully apply the principles and techniques of 

Gentle Horsemanship.”  Doc Hammill                                       

                                Doc Hammill Horsemanship                     

                   

2018 Montana Workshops

May 20-26
June 17-23
July 15-21
August 12-18
September 16-22

Reduced Pricing for a
limited time!

Deeper UNDERSTANDING of HORSES' MINDS
Better EQUINE COMMUNICATION
Stronger RELATIONSHIP BUILDING SKILLS
Improved GROUND WORK & DRIVING TECHNIQUES

At Doc Hammill
Horsemanship  we help
you to learn how to
work with, drive, and
teach horses in gentle,
effective ways that
make sense to 
horses!
Make  2018 the year
that you advance your
horsemanship skills by
participating
in one (or all) of Doc's
many learning
opportunities  so that 
you understand and
practice methods of
interaction and
communication that will
change the relationship
between you and your
horse in amazing ways.

Contact DOC
now!

Doc: 406-250-8252
Cathy:406-890-3083

Email:
workshops@dochammill.com



New Book
"Harness Lessons with Doc Hammill and Friends"

is available now!

Order at: www.DOCHAMMILL.com 
by phone: 406-250-8252 or 

by mail: Name, Address, Phone and Payment to
 PO BOX 785, St. Ignatius, MT 
Just $38 + $7.50 S&H in the US

Doc's DVDs

Doc's DVDs teach you to gently, safely, and effectively
harness, hitch, drive, train and work horses using

Gentle Horsemanship.

Personalized Phone Coaching with Doc
Learn and Train at home with 

Doc's  mentoring and phone coaching,
customized for you and your equines.

Contact Doc for details
406-250-8252
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